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Snow White & The Seven Dwarves
WADS Christmas Panto - see review on Page 2.

Photos by Steve Bridges

Chairman’s
Welcome

WADS has been around for quite
some time – we’re heading for
our 95th anniversary - and has
therefore witnessed huge social
changes. Once upon a time,
Saturday night performances
were strictly black tie and young
people were neither seen nor
heard on stage – unless, of
course, it was The Wimslow
Boy. Of course, change is constant and even in the last few
decades, life has moved on for
all of us – people have less time
and so much more to do in the
little time they do have; the rise
of electronic games and media
is making entertainment an increasingly solitary occupation
and the lingering challenges
Cont. page 2

In Search of Frank...

WADS CALENDAR

15th, 22nd February, 1st & 8th March
Voice & Acting Class 10:00am
Westerham Hall
8th March
Auditions 3:00pm
Westerham Hall

27th March
Social, Workshop & AGM 7:30pm
Westerham Hall
6th May - 9th May
Colder Than Here
Westerham Hall

In the coming year we are endeavouring to forge closer links with
other local amateur theatre groups.
And, with this in mind, we are happy
to relay a request from The Edenbridge Players. This spring they
are putting on a production of 3
Episodes of The Vicar of Dibley
but are currently without a Frank.
The performances (at the W.I Hall
in Edenbridge) are on April 30th and
May 1st and 2nd. Rehearsals (at
the same place) are on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings. If you are interested, please contact the Director,
Julia Bennett, on 07880 903275
who will be happy to answer any
questions.
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Snow White & The Seven Dwarves
Buttons-type.

“WADS biennial pantomime has
become something of an institution.
All the Panto traditions were here –
plenty of audience participation; two
eminently booable baddies (a very
stylish Queen and her menacing alter ego, The Hag); Jack Rogers’
great special effects and lighting;
an hilarious hoofing horse equally
good at mental arithmatic; properly
messy slapstick; a good-looking
and original set curtesy of Naomi
Robertson; Marli Bailey and Sara
Williams’ colourful costumes; an exciting final swordfight (though the
victor was never really in doubt
Richard Woolnough’s choreography
ensured there were plenty of thrills
and spills) and a great choice of
songs sung with enthusiasm under
Music Director Judy Duffield. Judy,
incidentally, showed her multi-tasking abilities by taking over the role
of the Queen’s lacky, Factotum, with
less than a week to spare. Such
was her performance that, were it
not for the advispry slip of paper in
the programme, no one would have
known. Mark de Angeli’s script honoured the panto spirit but went
sufficiently off piste to ensure grown
ups had as much to chuckle at as
the kids.
The Dame, that uniquely British
role. can be approached in two
basic ways – with elaborate,
knowing and equally British
campness or with the no-nonsense
confidence of a bloke perfectly at
home in a frock. WADS newcomer,
Duncan Bird, was very much of the
second variety and his Dame
Nigella Slop pitched it just right. His
sidekick, Master Jamie Swill, was
the perfect foil – a delightfully
engaging, if intelectually challenged,

The topic of conversation in the bar,
though, was the performance,
discipline and stagecraft of the
younger members of the company.
We have to mention Imogen
Bridges who played Machina, the
Pantomime Fairy. Assuredly at
home on stage even – especially –
when she was alone and therefore
responsible for keeping the
audience entertained and on side.
And she was not alone. The
Dwarves, the Queen’s pet Rats
and, indeed, the Chorus all
performed with the same natural
confidence so that within seconds
you forgot you were watching kids.

Not that Snow White, The Prince
and his Page were played by actors
you’d describe as old – all of these
roles were handled with aplomb
and equal authority by teenagers.
The Programme notes rightly made
the point that, given the opportunity
and encouragement, young people
can and will make a huge
contribution.
The main reason people turn down
requests to review amateur
productions is there is never
enough space to mention everyone
so please forgive me for any
ommissions – this was, in truth, an
ensemble piece in which everyone
played his or her part. All-in-all, a
great night out and everything you
would expect from a WADS Panto.”

from page 1...
of recession and financial crisis
are yet to leave us. Like any
other group we therefore have a
fundamental choice: pretend it
isn’t happening or take note and
adapt. You won’t be surprised
that we have chosen the latter
option.
Perhaps I am just being selfish,
but I know I am not alone in valuing everything WADS brings to
both our broad community and
to everyone involved. And perhaps no other activity can match
amateur theatre for the breadth
of interests, skills and ages it can
encompass – from performing to
directing; from set construction
to the technical; from designing
sets to creating costumes...you
get the picture.
Please don’t get me wrong,
WADS is certainly not in crisis
but the future has to start here.
That’s why we have put together
our busiest and most ambitious
programme for many a year. The
simple belief is that the more the
Society does, the more it can
offer to its members and
Supporters and so the more
people it will attract.
Have a look at what we’re
planning – I’m confident, young
or old, they’ll be something for
you.
See you on March 27th if not
before.
Best wishes,
Judy Duffield
Chairman
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WINTER/SPRING 2015
We’re kicking off the New Year with
a different approach – a series of
classes in theatre practice after
which the spring production will go
into rehearsal.

richardwoolnough@hotmail.co.uk. WADS SPRING PRODUCTION -

Please respond early to help us establish the level of interest and ensure we organise appropriate facilities. No experience is necessary Both the classes and choice of play and please feel free to invite family,
represent a deliberate and exciting friends or colleagues who share an
development for WADS and mark interest in theatre.
the start of a new chapter in our
The Classes are open to all, aged
long history. We hope that by intro16 and over.
ducing new opportunities and deRichard Woolnough
velopping existing ones, we will enTrained at The Loncourage both new and existing
don Centre for TheMembers to take an active role in
atre Studies and
the Society...
The Actors ComActing & Voice Skills
pany and has
Classes
trained in Meisner
Te c h n i q u e s ,
WADS will be offering a series of
classes in acting and voice skills, a Method Acting and the Stanislavsky
course of four practical and partici- System as well as being a regispatory sessions for actors and di- tered NLP Master practitioner. He
rectors delivered by tutors currently has worked in TV, Radio, Film and
working in the professional theatre. Theatre both as an actor and as director.
Tutors: Richard Woolnough &
Jo Shirley is an
Jo Shirley
award winning, acLocation: Westerham Hall
complished actor,
Date: Four consecutive Sundays singer and voice
February 15, 22 & March 1, 8
teacher who enjoys
a large following
Time: 10.00am – 1:00pm
and respect for her
Open to: All interested parties
work both on and
off
stage
within
the performing arts
Course Cost: £20 per person
profession. Jo graduated from the
Each three hour session will com- Royal Academy of Music, went on
prise a vocal class covering exer- to train with Studio France and then
cises to develop range, resonance, took an MA in Shakespeare at UCL.
projection, diction and clarity as well Her career has spanned both peras an acting class aimed at devel- formance as well as teaching, workoping a useable, practical, simple ing with, among others, The English
and systematic tool box of modern Theatre Company, the BBC, Sir Eltheatre techniques. This includes ton John and Second Skin Theatre.
rehearsal techniques and the specific roles of an actor and director Following the Course, the Spring
in the rehearsal process. Therefore, Production will be cast, ideally from
the course will be as useful for those participants in the class as there
would be an immediate underinterested in directing as acting.
standing of how the production will
Numbers will be limited to ensure be approached and of the expecthe course involves as much prac- tations placed on all participants.
tical work as possible in the form of Rehearsals will start shortly afterexercises, short scenes and mono- wards
logues, possibly in a ‘Masterclass’
format depending on the numbers However, participation in either the
Course or in the Production is not
involved.
dependent on participation in the
If you are interested or have any other. Actors who cannot attend the
questions, please contact Richard Cousre but are interested in the
on 0789 9926700 or
Show should contact Richard asap.

COLDER THAN HERE
Author: Laura Wade
Director: Richard Woolnough
Performance dates: 6th - 10th May
Open to: WADS’ Members and all
other interested parties (please see
note below)

Colder Than Here is a dark,
poignant comedy that explores how
a woman dying of bone cancer and
her family come to terms with her
impending death. Nobody can ignore Myra’s terminal illness, but life
goes on...there are boilers to be
fixed, cats to be fed and the perfect
funeral to be planned. As the
mother researches burial spots and
biodegradable coffins, her family is
forced to communicate with her
and with each other as they prepare
for the future.
This brief synopsis does no justice
to the play’s life-affirming richness.
Suggesting that a play will make its
audience laugh and cry is a cliche
and its overuse does no favours to
those few works – like Colder Than
Here - that actually do pull off this
most difficult of theatrical ambitions.
The play is a four hander (1xM, 3xF):
Alec and Myra Bradley, a married
couple in their 50s and their two
daughters, Jenna and Harriet, both
in their late 20s.
In 2005 Laura was named joint winner of that year’s prestigious George
Devine Award. And won the Critics'
Circle Theatre Award for Most
Promising Playwright and an Olivier
Award nomination for Outstanding
Achievement in an Affiliate Theatre.
AUDITION:
Sunday 8th March
3:00pm Westerham Hall
richardwoolnough@hotmail.co.uk.
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2015 - 2016
AT A GLANCE
Classes in Theatre Practice
Feb. 15, 22 & Mar. 1, 8
Social & Presentation Evening
Friday March 27: 7:30PM,
Westerham Hall – all welcome

Includes AGM and a Workshop for
Younger Members – please see sperate article.

Colder Than Here
April 25 - 10th May
Directed by Richard Woolnough
WADS Youth’s Theatre Project
July 5-12
Directed by Toby de Angeli
Studio WADS
An Evening with Jeeves & Wooster
Devised by Mark de Angeli
The WADS Family Quiz
September 17th 2015
Members, family and friends are all
welcome to join us for WADS’ annual Westerham Hall Fundraiser.
This year it’s a general knowledge
family quiz - so pop the date in your
diary. Full detals to follow.
Christmas Show
21st November - 6th December
We are talking to prospective directors and details will be finalised in
time for an announcement at the
Presentation Evening.
Spring Production 2016
April 23 - May 8
We hope to be in a position to
make a full announcement at the
Presentation Evening.
Pantomime 2016
November 19 - December 4
Beauty & The Beast
Directed by Melanie Vinall
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Social &
Presentation
Evening

Friday March 27th 2015
7:30pm, Westerham Hall
With so much planned for the
coming year, we thought it
would be nice to bring everyone
together and share our plans
over a glass of wine and some
nibbles. The evening is open to
everyone – Members (young
and old), parents, friends, family
and all interested parties. We
look forward to welcoming you
all and, who knows, we may inspire you to become more involved. There is, of course, no
charge.
WADS Youth Workshop
While the adults are enjoying a
glass of wine, the Yougsters will
be invited to adjourn for a workshop with Toby de Angeli. If all
goes well, we’ll close the
evening with a short piece devised by them. Toby will be running this year’s Wads Youth Theatre Project so this will be a
great opportunity for young
Members to meet Toby and get
a feel for what’s on offer this
spring and summer.
WADS AGM
The evening will also include
WADS’ AGM. This is a short (15
minutes) meeting required by
our constitution. Incidentally,
there are spaces on The Committee should anyone like to join
us.
The AGM is open to all, though
only current Members over 18
are eligible to vote.

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
After a haphazard start, this is the first of regular quarterly Green
Rooms. While the main purpose is to keep everyone up-to-date with
the Society’s activities, it’s also a forum for your thoughts, opinions and
contributions. Within the next couple of months our new website
(http://www.wads-web.net) will also be up, allowing us to keep in touch
with Members and Supporters. Also, an apology – In the last Green
Room, we started a series of articles on ‘My First Production’ and many
of our longer-standing Members came forward with their fascinating
reminiscences. You haven’t been forgotten and the next edition will
catch up with all your stories.

WADS YOUTH 2015

2015 will be a busy year for our
younger Members. Weekly workshops start in April for a production
in July. We’re calling this The WADS
Youth Theatre Project and detailed information can be found on
the seperate attachment.
In November/December there will
be a smaller-scale show directed
by Judy Duffield and Marli Bailey.
The Society is immensley proud of
its young Members and we will continue to support them with a full programme.

STUDIO WADS
Studio WADS has got off to a
cracking and extremely well supported start: In August we had
memorable evening of World War I
poetry readings and singing led by
Roger Stiles. This was followed in
October by a celebration of Dylan
Thomas devised by Dylan devotee,
Judy Duffield.
So far for the coming year we have
An Evening with Jeeves & Wooster
and a celebration of all things DADA
in the pipeline (it wouldn’t be DADA
if we knew exactly when!) – and
there’s room for plenty more.
Studio WADS is your chance to do
what you want and, following its initial success, we are pleased to announce that we have extended the
Studio WADS venues to include
larger spaces like Westerham Hall.
Interested?
Just get in touch with
Studio WADS co-ordinator
Mark de Angeli 01732 866443
studio@wads-web.net
for a totally informal chat.

Contacts

Judy Duffield, Chairman
chair@wads-web.net
Bev Newbold, Secretary
secretary@wads-web.net
Sally Boulton, Membership Sec.
members@wads-web.net
Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer
treasurer@wads-web.net
Mark de Angeli, Studio WADS
studio@wads-web.net

WESTERHAM AMATEUR DRAMATIC SOCIETY

THE WADS YOUTH THEATRE PROJECT
Since 2011, there has been a tradition that in those years in which we
do not put on a Panto at Christmas,
WADS Youth are given the opportunity of their own show in the summer. 2015 is one such year. We are
therefore delighted to announce
that Toby de Angeli will be taking
the helm for this year’s WADS Youth
production.

scheduled for after the exams have
finished. Please do get in touch with
us if you have any questions. Of
course, it is down to each family
group to decide what is best and
we will be as flexible as possible to
accommodate you. It is important,
though, that participants honour
their commitment.

Jodi Ann Bickley and Scroobius Pip.

For the last couple of years, much
of Toby’s work has been centred on
the performance group FATLiP
which he set up with two friends in
2013. Their current show, Lost Boy
Sketches, has been selected, from
over 450 applications, as one of 10
participants in the Now ’15 Festival,
There will be a fee of £20 per par- an annual event at The Yard Theatre
ticipant to help defray costs. All in East London, run and funded in
adult involvement is done on a vol- close collaboration with The Nauntary basis.
tional Theatre. Its aim is to celebrate
“everything we think that is exciting
Judy Duffield
about UK theatre right now!”

With Toby’s experience, practical
guidance and full involvement, our
young Members will create, write
and perform an ensemble play.
There will be three performances
on the main stage at Westerham
Hall, fully supported by the Society.
Along the way, there will be opportunities for those with an interest in,
for example, costume, set design,
poster design, music, sound and
lighting to make a real contribution.
Adults will be there to help where
requested, but we want our young
Members to be as involved in all aspects of their production as they Toby de Angeli
wish – including, if there is interest,
composing and performing a live Toby has developed a career as a
writer and performer. His work has
music accompanianment.
included performing his own work
As with all WADS Youth produc- at a host of major festivals: Bestival
tions, this is open to anyone aged (on the Isle of Wight), Secret Garden
9-18 regardless of ability or experi- Party, Wilderness, Lamer Tree,
ence. There will be no audition Camp Bestival, Lounge on the
process to go through and parts Farm, Poetry Hearings (Berlin) and
will be developed and allocated ac- the Edinburgh Fringe. Other venues
cording to the ambitions of each in- have included The House of Comdividual.
mons, Komedia Arts (Warsaw), The
Roundhouse,
The Guildhall and The
Also, thanks to previous years, we
are fully aware that during this com- Southbank Centre. He has been
ing spring/summer quite a few of commissioned to write and perform
the youngsters will be sitting exams. by the National Youth Theatre,
Obviously, therefore, dreaded revi- Royal Shakespeare Company and
sion will not be far from the thoughts Battersea Arts Centre. He has colof all concerned – not least their laborated with Kevin Mark Trail from
parents! All we can say is that the The Streets, been selected as Mike
Sunday sessions will start and finish Davis’ record of the week on Radio
promptly (3:00pm – 6:00pm) and One, been archived by the Victoria
those affected can be given smaller, and Albert Museum and has supmore manageable parts without any ported leading performance artists
pressure. The performance week is including Kate Tempest, Polar Bear,

Toby also has over eight years’ experience working on drama projects
with young people of all ages and
abilities. Shows he has developed
with these groups have been performed at the Central School for
Speech and Drama; the Unicorn,
Lion and Rose theatres; the UK
headquarters of Pret A Manger,
Google and at the Brady Arts Centre and Stanley Picker Gallery.
In 2014 he was sent to Luxembourg
as a British Council Ambassador to
teach English Language and Creative Writing. He is currently working
freelance for the two largest
providers of drama workshops to
schools and colleges.
“Having been a member of Young
WADS (as it was then called), I
know and appreciate all that it offers
the enthusiastic participant. If it hadn’t been for Young WADS, I
wouldn’t have thought about auditioning for the National Youth Theatre – never mind actually getting
in. Now that I am a little older and a
lot more experienced, I’d like to give
something back and help maintain
the work of this unique group. I see
this project as an opportunity for
our young Members to create their
own ensemble production. I can
promise a challenging, rewarding
and exciting experience that will be,

above everything else, great fun.
Those of you who have never been
involved in creating a show from
scratch may feel a little intimidated
at the prospect - but don’t be. I’ve
seen wonderful shows arise from a
single, simple idea. And, if that
doesn’t reassure you, I’ll be bringing
a few thoughts we can use as a
starting point. We’ll then decide
whether we stick with these or replace them with the new ideas we
develop together.

WADS Youth Theatre Project
Time Table

1: Introduction – what’s the show
Sunday 19 April Week
going
to
be about? What story do you Front Meeting Room
Afternoon
really want to tell?
Sunday 3 May
Afternoon

Week 2: Developing & agreeing our Front Meeting Room
themes.

Sunday 10 May Week 3: We have our story and the Front Meeting Room
Afternoon
script is coming together.

Week 4: With the script nearly completed, we’ll also start to look at staging,
And one other thing – when you Sunday 17 May costumes, lights and sound. And what
Afternoon
about the soundtrack? It’s our first time
look at the timetable below, don’t
on the Main Stage and we’ll make full
use of it.
think you’ll be sat behind a desk

with pen and paper or on the floor
listening to me. The show will be
created
through
improvising
scenes, character exercises, workshop games and acting through existing scripts and sketches. All the
sessions will be recorded and transcribed and before you know it,
we’ll have created a play of our
own. And that is about as satisfying
and exciting as performing gets.
I look forward to meeting as many
of you as can make it on March
27th. In the meantime, I’m happy
to answer any questions from you
and/or your parents.”
Toby

Sunday 24 May Week 5: A final run-through of all our Front Meeting Room
Afternoon
ideas to agree what’s in and what’s out
Week 6: Finalised scripts will have been
Sunday 31 May issued
and we will have a full run
Afternoon
through on the stage.

Main Hall

Sunday 7 June Week 7: Voice Coach Masterclass
Afternoon
using the script as the basis.

Main Hall

Sunday 14 June Week 8: Physical Acting Masterclass
Afternoon

Main Hall

Sunday 21 June Week 9: Run through, books down
Afternoon

Main Hall

Sunday 28 June Week 10: Run through
Afternoon

Main Hall

Saturday 4 July Get In:
All Day

Main Hall

01732 866443
tobydeangeli@hotmail.co.uk

Toby will be performing at The Yard
during Weeks 7 and 8 and these
sessions will therefore be taken by
specialists brought in for the occasion.

Main Hall

Sunday 5 July
All Day

Get in: Morning
Run through: Afternoon
Technical Rehearsal: Evening

Main Hall

Monday 6 July
Tuesday 7 July
Evenings

Please keep free in case additional rehearsal is required - this may be an opportunity for those who have had exams
to catch up.

Main Hall

Wednesday
8 July

Dress rehearsal

Main Hall

Thursday 9 July Relax
Evening

At home

Friday 10 July
Evening

Main Hall

Performance

Saturday 11 July Matinee performance
Afternoon

Main Hall

Saturday 11 July Performance
Evening

Main Hall

Sunday 12 July Get Out:
Morning

Main Hall

